SPECIFICATIONS

MODULAR

Wetlook™ - C, D, E, F, G, H, I
Available in:
- Standard Red
- Red Pearlized
- Dark Gray
- Light Gray
- Medium Gray
- Dark Gray
- White

FAC
Size: 5/8” x 5/8” x 5/8”
Height: 7.5” per piece
Coverage: 4.8 square feet per 24 pieces, 10 cases per pallet

CLOSURE

Wetlook™ - C, D, E, F, G, H, I
Available in:
- Standard Red
- Red Pearlized
- Dark Gray
- Light Gray
- Medium Gray
- Dark Gray
- White

FAC
Size: 5/8” x 5/8” x 5/8”
Height: 7.5” per piece
Coverage: 4.8 square feet per 24 pieces, 10 cases per pallet

UTILITY

Wetlook™ - C, D, E, F, G, H, I
Special Order Only – minimum order required

FAC
Size: 5/8” x 3/4” x 5/8”
Height: 7.5” per piece
Coverage: 3.5 square feet per 24 pieces, 10 cases per pallet

NORMAN

Wetlook™ - C, D, E, F, G, H, I
Special Order Only – minimum order required

FAC
Size: 5/8” x 3/4” x 1-1/8”
Height: 7.5” per piece
Coverage: 3.5 square feet per 24 pieces, 10 cases per pallet

THIN BRICK

PACIFIC CLAY PRODUCTS

AMERICANA SERIES - YORKTOWN

FINE QUALITY CLAY BRICK, SINCE 1892

Pacific Clay Brick Products maintains the right to revise packaging and product specifications.

PRIMERO SERIES - BOSTONIAN

MODULAR COASTAL SERIES - LAGUNA

MODULAR COASTAL SERIES - BODEGA BAY

Bricks in this brochure were photographed and printed to match the original bricks as closely as possible; however, producers can vary slightly in color. Color ranges occur in each production run.

Pacific Clay’s colors are produced from natural clays; color ranges can therefore vary. This product must be specified according to the color chart. Weight listed are averages; individual pieces may vary in dimensions and weight while maintaining accordance with ASTT specifications.
For the first time, the brick industry is now able to meet the exacting demands of the mind's eye.

Pacific Clay has invested an extensive amount of time and capital in developing a new proprietary process for bringing clay's potential to the forefront. Changing demands in color have brought forth this evolution in brick production processes to meet those needs, unlocking the true potential of clay and moving beyond the standardized status quo that had previously defined the brick industry. Brick is no longer a limiting factor in the demands and vision of the designer, or the consumer. With Pacific Clay Products, brick now conforms to design. Our design philosophy is one of attention to color theory. Color communicates to people on a subliminal level, and many designers and consumers make both educated and individual taste judgments about color. Pacific Clay’s new production process allows for full tonal ranges of all of our existing colors, across all product lines. This creates a logical structure for our brick colors, making our bricks powerful tools for designers. Whether it be a unique solid color, elegant gradients or exciting never before seen blends, Pacific Clay Brick now opens up doors, and possibilities for the designer and consumer alike, that for decades had remained closed.

## Standard Colors

- Napa
- Sunset Red
- Red Flash Red
- Rose Fan
- Matte Mandarin Red
- Matte Mandarin Black
- Matte Mandarin Green

## Primer Series

- Medium
- Burnt Orange
- Brown Flash Red
- Light Iron Spot
- Medium Iron Spot
- Dark Iron Spot

## Coastal Series

- Gray
- Black
- Mocha
- Colonial Red
- Moss
- Sand
- Brown

## Americana Series

- Black Hills
- Concord
- Cherry Creek
- Santa Fe
- Senator
- Yonkton

## Glazed Brick

- AQUA
- BLACK
- BLUE
- GREEN
- IVORY
- LUCENT
- MARBLE
- MAROON

Unmatched Quality, Distinctive Colors.

Pacific Clay Thin Brick offers impeccable style and durability. Featuring the look of full brick, but with a lightweight advantage, our 3/8" thin brick offers the unique styling and versatile design capabilities essential for creative projects. Thin Line is manufactured under tightly controlled processes to ensure its beauty, durability and lasting value.

Use Pacific Clay Thin Line alone or accompanied with additional product offerings such as Bullnose, Pavers and Face Brick.

Pacific Clay Thin Brick is manufactured using the same extrusion process as our full bed-depth brick, ensuring a consistent, real brick look. Seamlessly transition between precast and standard masonry without noticeable differences in textures, edges, sizes or colors. This process also ensures an exact texture and texture orientation match between our flats, corners, bullnose and wallcaps.

Our thin brick is the only thin brick that can be seamlessly used with full bed-depth face brick to achieve a truly custom look.